Discovery, design and synthesis of 6H-anthra[1,9-cd]isoxazol-6-one scaffold as G9a inhibitor through a combination of shape-based virtual screening and structure-based molecular modification.
Protein lysine methyltransferase G9a is widely considered as an appealing antineoplastic target. Herein we present an integrated workflow combining shape-based virtual screening and structure-based molecular modification for the identification of novel G9a inhibitors. The shape-based similarity screening through ROCS overlay on the basis of the structure of UNC0638 was performed to identify CPUY074001 contained a 6H-anthra[1,9-cd]isoxazol-6-one scaffold as a hit. Analysis of the binding mode of CPUY074001 with G9a and 3D-QSAR results, two series compounds were designed and synthesized. The derivatives were confirmed to be active by in vitro assay and the SAR was explored by docking stimulations. Besides, several analogues showed acceptable anti-proliferative effects against several cancer cell lines. Among them, CPUY074020 displayed potent dual G9a inhibitory activity and anti-proliferative activity. Furthermore, CPUY074020 induced cell apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner and displayed a significant decrease in dimethylation of H3K9. Simultaneously, CPUY074020 showed reasonable in vivo PK properties. Altogether, our workflow supplied a high efficient strategy in the identification of novel G9a inhibitors. Compounds reported here can serve as promising leads for further study.